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ABSTRACT:- There are many multiplexing technique in the communication system.In this 

paper Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is used with other multiplexing 

techniques such as QPSK & BPSK to improve the signal transmission rate. The benefits of 

OFDM are high spectral efficiency, resiliency of RF interference, and lower multi-path 

distortion.OFDM is a powerful modulation technique that is capable of high data rate and is 

able to eliminate ISI. 
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INTRODUCTION:- 

                    FDMA, TDMA and CDMA are the well known multiplexing techniques used in 

wireless communication systems. While working with the wireless systems using these 

techniques various problems encountered are:-  

(1) Multi-path fading  

(2) Time dispersion which leads to intersymbol interference (ISI)  

(3) Lower bit rate capacity  

(4) Requirment of larger transmission power for high bit rate  

(5) Less spectral efficiency. 

Since multiple versions of the signal interfere with each other, it becomes difficult to extract 

the original information. The use of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 

technique provides better solution for the above mentioned problems.  
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EVOLUTIONiOFiOFDM:- 

Frequency DivisioniMultiplexing (FDM):- 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) has been used for a long time to carry more than one 

signal over a telephone line. FDM divides the channel bandwidth into subchannels and 

transmits multiple relatively low rate signals by carrying each signal on a separate carrier 

frequency. To ensure that the signal of one subchannel did not overlap with the signal from an 

adjacent one, some guard-band was left between the different subchannels. Obviously, this 

guard-band led to in efficiencies. 

OFDMiisiaispecialicaseiofiFDM:- 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a special case of FDM. If I have a 

bandwidth that goes from frequency say a to b, I can subdivide this into a frequency of equal 

spaces. In frequency space the modulated carriers would look like this. 

 

iBandwidthiutilizationiofiFDM  

 

 

Bandwidth utilization of OFDM 

WORKING OF THE OFDMiMODEL:  

The random data generator generates the data system. This input serial data stream is formatted 

into the word size required for transmission. For example, 1 bit/word for BPSK & 2 bits/word 

for QPSK and then shifted into a parallel format. The data is then transmitted in parallel by 

assigning each data word to one carrier in the transmission. The data to be transmitted on each 

carrier is then mapped into a Phase Shift Keying (PSK) format. 
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Figure 1: OFDM Model 

 

TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access):_ Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) improves 

spectrum capacity by splitting each frequency into time slots. TDMA allows each user to 

access the entire radio frequency channel for the short period of a call. Other users share this 

same frequency channel at different time slots. The base station continually switches from user 

to user on the channel. TDMA is the dominant technology for the second generation mobile 

cellular networks. TDMA system divide the radio spectrum into time slots, and in each slot 

only one user is allowed to transmit and receive. It can be seen from Figure 2 that each user 

occupies a cyclically repeating time slot, so a channel may be thought of as a particular time 

slot that reoccurs every frame, where N time slots comprise a frame. 

 

Figure 2 : iTime idivision imultiple iaccess i(TDMA). 

CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access):- CDMA increases spectrum capacity by allowing all 

users to occupy all channels at the same time. Transmissions are spread over the whole radio 

band, and each voice or data call are assigned a unique code to differentiate from the other calls 

carried over the same spectrum. CDMA allows for a “soft hand-off”, which means that 
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terminals can communicate with several base stations at the same time. All users in a CDMA 

system, as seen from figure, use the same carrier frequency and may transmit simultaneously.  

Each user has its own pseudorandom codeword which is approximately orthogonal to all other 

code words. The receiver performs a time correlation operation to detect only the specific 

desired codeword. All other code words appear as noise due to decorrelation. For detection of 

the message signal, the receiver needs to know the codeword used by the transmitter. Each user 

operates independently with no knowledge of the other users. 

 

Figure 3 : Code division multiple access (CDMA). 

BPSK (Binary Phase  Shift Keying):- BPSK is the simplest form of PSK. It uses two phases 

which are separated by 180° and so can also be termed 2-PSK. It has one fixed phase when the 

data is at one level and when the data is at another level the phase is different by 180°. It does 

not particularly matter exactly where the constellation points are positioned, and in this figure 

they are shown on the real axis, at 0° and 180°. This modulation is the most robust of all the 

PSK’s, since it takes serious distortion to make the demodulator reach an incorrect decision. It 

is, however, only able to modulate at 1 bit/symbol as seen in the figure and so is unsuitable for 

high data-rate applications when bandwidth is limited. 

 

I 

 

 

Figure 4 : Constellation idiagram ifor iBPSK. 

In ipractice, ia iBPSK isignal iis igenerated iby iapplying ithe iwaveform, icos i(mot) ias ia icarrier, 

to ia ibalanced imodulator iand iapplying ithe ibaseband isignal ib(t) ias ithe imodulating  

waveform. iIn ithis isense iBPSK ican ibe ithought iof ias ian iAM isignal. 
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If ifc iis ithe ifrequency iof ithe isinusoidal iand iT iis ithe ibit iinterval ithen ithe ispectrum iof ithe 

resulting. BPSK isignal iis ishown iin ithe ifigure i4.1 

Figure 4.1: iAmplitude ispectrum iof iBPSK. 

 

QPSK (Phase shift keying):- QPSK modulated carrier undergoes four distinct changes in phase that 

are represented as symbols and can take on the values of π/4, 3π/4, 5π/4, iand 7π/4. Each symbol  

 

Figure i5: iConstellation idiagram ifor iQPSK iwith iGray icoding. iEach iadjacent isymbol 

ionly idiffers iby ione ibit. 

represents two binary bits of data. The constellation diagram of a QPSK modulated carrier is 

shown in Figure 5is(t) i= ixcos(mt) i+ iysin(mt)    

QPSK iModulation :- Figure 5.1 represents ithe iprocess iof ia iQPSK imodulator. iFirst ithe iinput 

ibinary ibit istream iis isplit iinto itwo ibit istreams iwhich iare ithe ieven iand iodd ibit istreams   

(quadrature iand iin-phase istreams) iby ithe iserial ito iparallel iconverter. iThen ,  isend alternating 

bits ito iI, iQ ichannels: ieven ibits ito iQ ichannel, iodd ibits ito iI ichannel. 

Second, iusing ithe imethod iof iNRZ, ithe ieven iand iodd ibits iare iconverted ifrom ia iunipolar 

sequence ito ia ibipolar isequence i(0 ito i-1). iNext , imultiply iQ ichannel iwith ia isine iof ifc iand 

multiply iI ichannel iwith ia isine ibut ishifted iby i90 idegree iwhich iis i–cosine. iNotice ithat ithe 

90 idegrees iblock iin ithe ifigure itransmits ithe iupper isine isequence ito ithe ilower i-cosine 

sequence. Finally, icombining ior iadding ithe iupper i(I) iand ilower i(Q) iparts iand ipassing 

through ia iharmonic ior ichannel ifilter iwill iget ithe iQPSK imodulated ioutput.
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Figure 5.1: iQPSK iModulator 

 

For ia ibinary isequence im(t) i= i0 i0 i0 i1 i1 i0 i1 i1, iif ithe isinusoid is(t) iis iof iamplitude iof iA, 

then ithe iresulting iQPSK isignal iwill ibe ias ishown iin ithe ifigure i3.12. iPhase iof ithe isinusoid 

is ishifted iby i90°, i180°, i270°, i360° ifor idata i00, i01, i10, i11 irespectively 

 

Figure i5.2 iQPSK imodulation: i(a) ibinary isequence iand i(b) iQPSK isignal. 
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Simulation iresults: 

 Bit ierror irate i(BER) iin iOFDM iusing iPSK ias ian iInput iSignal. 

 Effect iof ichange iin ifrequency ioffset iin iBER iin iOFDM. 

 

 

 Orthogonal isubcarriers iin ian iOFDM isignal. iN=64
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CONCLUSION 

Using iMATLAB isoftware, ithe iperformance iof iOFDM isystem iwas itested ifor itwo idigital 

imodulation itechniques inamely iBPSK iand iQPSK. From ithe isimulation iresults, iit iis 

iobserved ithat :- 

1. The iBPSK iallows ithe iBER ito ibe iimproved iin ia inoisy ichannel iat ithe icost iof 

imaximum idata itransmission icapacity. i 

2. iQPSK iallows ihigher itransmission icapacity, ibut iat ithe icost iof islight iincrease iin 

ithe iprobability iof ierror. iThis iis ibecause iof ithe ifact ithat iQPSK iuses itwo ibits iper 

isymbol. iHence iQPSK iis ieasily iaffected iby ithe inoise. Therefore iOFDM iwith 

iQPSK irequires ilarger itransmit ipower. 

3.  iFrom ithe iresults, iuse iof iOFDM iwith iQPSK iis ibeneficial ifor ishort idistance 

itransmission ilink. 

4.  iFor ilong idistance itransmission ilink iOFDM iwith iBPSK iwill ibe ipreferable. 
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